Nuclear mechanotransduction: response of the lamina to extracellular stress with implications in aging.
Mechnotransduction, the phenomenon by which cells respond to applied force, is necessary for normal cell processes and is implicated in the pathology of several diseases including atherosclerosis. The exact mechanisms which govern how forces can affect gene expression have not been determined, but putative direct force effects on the genome would require transduction through the nuclear lamina. In this study we show that nuclei in cells exposed to shear stress significantly change shape, upregulate nuclear lamins and move lamins from the nuclear interior to the nuclear periphery. We hypothesize that the augmentation of the nuclear lamina at the nuclear periphery protects the nuclear interior from the force and allows a nuclear adaptation to shear stress. We also investigate the shear stress response of nuclei in cells that have been transfected with lamin A Delta50, which significantly stiffens nuclei. Lamin A Delta50 causes the premature aging syndrome Hutchinson-Gilford progeria syndrome (HGPS) and models many aspects of normal aging. We find that the presence of lamin A Delta50 in only 30% of cells greatly reduces the response of the nuclear lamina in all cells in the flow field. We suggest that cells expressing lamin A Delta50 lack the ability to adapt to flow and may prevent neighboring cells from adapting as well. These results provide insight into the development of cardiovascular disease both in patients with HGPS and in normal aging.